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Overview

- The Joint Committee of the RMOs and BIPM
  - Is tasked to oversee the implementation and operations of the MRA

- JCRB has been working in response to the MRA Review
  - Collected recommendations thematically
  - Introduced RACI Analysis approach
  - Identifying roles, responsibilities, and early actions
  - Seeking and implementing opportunities to improve communications
RACI Reminder

- A tool to identify actors and their roles:
  - Responsible
  - Accountable
  - Consulted
  - Informed
RACI Analysis of MRA Review Recommendations

- Our list of Key actors (the people who have a RACI role) includes:

  NMI Directors
  Regional Metrology Organizations
  CIPM
  CIPM Consultative Committee Presidents (collectively: cross-discipline aspects)
  CIPM Consultative Committee Presidents (individually: discipline-specific aspects)
  Working Groups of the CCs (ie technical disciplines, subject matter experts)
  Working groups of the RMOs (ie technical disciplines, subject matter experts)
  JCRB
  BIPM (both as coordinator and operating the KCDB and web infrastructure)
JCRB Strategic Priorities: Thematic View

- Organizational Communication and Governance
- Efficiency and Effectiveness
- Support for Countries and Economies with Emerging Metrology Systems
- BIPM Operations and Logistics for the KCDB
Progress Summary

- JCRB has used offline groups, breakout sessions, and plenary discussion to
  - use RACI tool and discuss the recommendations on a per-theme basis
  - identify and build a common understanding of which elements require action from the JCRB and where we would be expecting to provide input to others through consultation
  - calibrate our thinking about what each of the RACI roles involves and, indeed, what specific points must be captured
Next steps

- Develop a JCRB Strategy and Action Plan
  - Select and identify specific action items under each theme that we commit to working on in the future
  - MRA Review and Recommendations are not "instructions"; objective is to put some more formal structure on what we discuss in our meetings and tackle together via our actions
  - Includes improving the quality of interactions with others
  - Includes “raising the bar” on understanding the respective Regional QMS review and approval processes
Thank you!
Merci!
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